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Complex transport and magnetism of the ternary boride YbPt5B2
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Novel ternary platinum borides YbPt5B2 and LuPt5B2 have been synthesized by arc melting of constituent
elements and subsequent annealing at 1020 K. The unit cell of YbPt5B2 [YbPt5B2 type, monoclinic space group
C2/m, a = 15.4982(6) Å, b = 5.5288(3) Å, c = 5.5600(3) Å, β = 105.367(3)◦, single-crystal x-ray diffraction
data] is composed of two structural fragments alternating along the a axis and extending infinitively along the
b axis: (i) columns of face-fused, boron-filled, and empty edge-connected trigonal metal prisms, and (ii) zigzag
chains of B-filled trigonal prisms connected by common edges. LuPt5B2 was found to be isotypic (Rietveld
refinement of powder x-ray diffraction data). YbPt5B2 exhibits two magnetic phase transitions at Tmag1 ∼ 8 K
and Tmag2 ∼ 4 K as deduced from specific heat, magnetostriction, electric resistivity, and magnetization data.
The Kadowaki-Woods ratio of 1.22 × 10−5 μ� cm(mol K/mJ)2 classifies YbPt5B2 as a heavy fermion system.
A magnetic phase diagram was established, using magnetostriction and magnetoresistance data. Nonmagnetic
LuPt5B2 is characterized by a simple metallic behavior.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.105.205112

I. INTRODUCTION

Numerous borides in very many different material fami-
lies have been studied since decades, mainly because of an
immense variety of ground states and sophisticated physical
features that have been obtained, but also because of the
vast range of daily-life applications, reaching from steel to
pharmaceuticals. Twenty-one years ago, in 2001, MgB2, a
binary boride with a quite simple hexagonal crystal structure,
was unexpectedly found as a high-temperature superconduc-
tor (Tc ∼ 40 K) [1].

Metal borides, in many aspects, deviate from standard
concepts in physical chemistry. Very frequently, they do not
follow concepts of valency, either in stoichiometry or in struc-
ture [2]. With respect to stoichiometry, metal borides stretch
from low-boron systems like M5B, to compounds extremely
rich in boron, such as MB66 or MB99, where M represents
a metal. Because of these extended compositional ranges,
there is a wide variety of crystallographic structures [3]. The
distribution of boron atoms in the crystallographic unit cells
ranges from isolated boron atoms to pairs, chains, and three-
dimensional connected networks in the boron-rich borides.
Covalent bonding of the boron atoms provokes the commonly
observed high hardness and high melting points known for
borides.

Among the many families of borides, the rare-earth (RE)-
based ones are known for their diverse physical features like
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magnetically ordered phases, exotic types of ordering such
as quadrupolar ordering, intermediate valence, Kondo-based
or topologically protected materials, heavy fermion behavior,
or superconductivity in coexistence with long range magnetic
order [4–11]. Several of such features are observed in systems
with RE = Ce, Yb, because of the respective unstable 4 f 1 and
4 f 13 electronic configurations (EC), which may easily modify
towards the nonmagnetic 4 f 0 and 4 f 14 states.

Binary and ternary RE borides constitute sizable families
of compounds with large member numbers. The most com-
mon structure type within ternary transition-metal (T )-rich
RE borides is CeCo3B2, with a CaCu5-type superstructure
[P6/mmm, Ce in 1a (0, 0, 0); Co in 3g (1/2, 0, 1/2), and B
in 2c (1/3, 2/3, 0)] [12–14]. In this structure, boron atoms
are located in the center of trigonal Co prisms with three Ce
atoms centering the lateral prism faces, [BCo6Ce3]. In terms
of trigonal prisms arrangement, the structure can be viewed as
a 3D framework formed by edge-shared infinite columns of
base-linked boron-filled Co trigonal prisms.

Extensive studies of RE-T -B systems with transition met-
als such as Co, Ni, Ru, Rh, Os, Ir hitherto revealed a large
number of complex CaCu5-derivative structures, where the
CeCo3B2-type slabs intergrow with slabs of the binary CaCu5,
Laves phases, or ThCr2Si2-type structures [12–18]. On the
other hand, several structure variants of the CeCo3B2 type
have been reported for ternary alkaline earth (AE) and al-
kali (A) borides with platinum (AE0.67Pt3B2, AE = Ca, Sr,
Ba [19], LiPt3B, NaPt3B1+x, and Na3Pt9B5 [20]) exhibiting
notable structural diversity and exceptional physical proper-
ties (e.g., superconductivity at 5.6 K for the Ba-containing
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member of AE0.67Pt3B2 superconducting series [19]), while
the RE-Pt-B systems showed an astonishing lack of informa-
tion. Only few ternary rare-earth platinum borides structurally
related to CaCu5-type structure have been found and char-
acterized: REPt4B (CeCo4B type, RE = La−Nd, Eu) [15],
Eu3Pt7B2 (Ca3Al7Cu2 type), and Eu5Pt18B6−x (own structure
type) [21]; among them the EuPt4B and Eu3Pt7B2 were found
to order magnetically at 36 and 57 K, respectively. For EuPt4B
a mixed-valence state of the Eu atom was found via magnetic
and specific-heat measurements, while the Sommerfeld value
of the specific heat of Eu3Pt7B was found to be extraordinarily
large, on the order of 0.2 J/mol K2 [21].

The aim of the present study is to report the structure and
physical properties of a CeCo3B2-type derivative ytterbium
platinum boride, YbPt5B2, as well as of an isotypic compound
with Lu. Ytterbium is well known for its divalent, triva-
lent, or intermediate valence state in different compounds.
When Yb is divalent (4 f 14), as is the case in metallic Yb,
it is nonmagnetic (total angular momentum j = 0) and has
a larger atomic radius compared to that of the generally triva-
lent rare-earth elements. Divalent Yb behaves almost like an
alkaline-earth element (e.g., Mg, Ca). In contrast, trivalent Yb
has an atomic radius, which follows the lanthanide contrac-
tion. It is magnetic, j = 7/2, and carries an effective moment,
μeff = 4.54 μB. If ytterbium exhibits a valence state interme-
diate between divalent and trivalent, both the radius and the
effective moment of the Yb ion may adopt intermediate val-
ues. The resulting numerous physical phenomena attributed to
instabilities of the electronic configuration 4 f n (n = 13, 14)
are highly sensitive to the chemical environment (changes in
the crystallographic and electronic environment of the Yb ion
due to other constituents in a periodic lattice) and external im-
pacts (temperature, pressure, or magnetic field) as numerously
reported for different classes of ytterbium compounds, both
from experiments and theoretical works [22–32].

Up to now, the information on compound formation and
their physical properties in Yb-Pt-B systems is sparse: the
only available data exist on REPt2B (CePt2B-type structure).
The Yb-containing member of this series exhibits a weak

Kondo effect in the presence of long-range magnetic order,
which evolves in a crystalline electric field (CEF) doublet as
ground state. The complex ferromagnetic phase below 5.6 K
and a spin reorientation at about 1.5 K were determined to
be a consequence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction,
established because of the absence of inversion symmetry in
the crystal structure of YbPt2B [33]. Because of the absence
of any correlation between the remaining Yb-T -B systems
and Yb-Pt-B, the discovery of the compound YbPt5B2, struc-
turally related to the CeCo3B2 structure, is intriguing in view
of the specific behavior of Yb. Some preliminary results were
briefly presented at a conference [34].

II. EXPERIMENT DETAILS

A. Sample preparation, structural and
electronic characterization

1. Synthesis

Samples were prepared by argon arc melting proper
amounts of constituent elements using Ti as getter mate-
rial. Yb-weight losses were compensated by adding extra
amounts of Yb before melting. For homogeneity, the samples
were remelted several times. Subsequently, the samples were
wrapped in Mo foil, sealed in evacuated silica tubes, and heat
treated for 10 d at 1020 K. Powder x-ray diffraction data
regarding YbPt5B2 are summarised in Fig. 1.

2. X-ray diffraction studies

The crystal structure of YbPt5B2 was studied using single-
crystal x-ray diffraction data (a four-circle Nonius Kappa
charge-coupled-device diffractometer, MoKα radiation) [35].
Data collection and refinement parameters are presented in
Table I and in the Supplemental Material Table 1S [36]; in-
teratomic distances are listed in the Supplemental Material,
Table 2S [36]. X-ray powder diffraction patterns collected
from YbPt5B2 and LuPt5B2 alloys employing a Guinier-
Huber image plate system with monochromatic Cu Kα1

radiation (8◦ < 2θ < 100◦) were analyzed using FULLPROF

FIG. 1. X-ray powder diffraction pattern of YbPt5B2. The solid line derives from the Rietveld refinement. Yobs-Ycalc is the intensity
difference between experimental data and Rietveld calculations.
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TABLE I. Single-crystal structure data for YbPt5B2 [own structure type, space group C2/m (no. 12), Z = 4, a = 15.4982(6) Å, b =
5.5288(3) Å, c = 5.5600(3) Å, β = 105.367(3)◦].

Nominal composition Yb12.5Pt62.5B25

Formula from refinement YbPt5B2

Theta range 3.93◦ < θ < 33.49◦

Crystal size 35 × 35 × 20 μm3

Reflections in refinement 798 Fo > 2σ (Fo) of 970
Mosaicity <0.4
Number of variables 38
Reliability factors RF = �|F0 − Fc|/�F0 = 0.034, GOF = 1.003
Extinction (Zachariasen) 0.00060(4)
Yb1a in 4i(x, 0, z); Ueq

b,c x = 0.32799(4), z = 0.6694(1); 0.0062(2)
Pt1 in 8 j(x, y, z); Ueq x = 0.33345(2), y = 0.25253(8), z = 0.16729(7); 0.0048(1)
Pt2 in 4i(x, 0, z); Ueq x = 0.13766(4), z = 0.3645(1); 0.0050(2)
Pt3 in 4h(0, y, 1/2); Ueq y = 0.2462(1); 0.0030(1)
Pt4 in 4g(0, y, 0); Ueq y = 0.2448(1); 0.0044(2)
B1 in 4i(x, 0, z); Uiso x = 0.224(1), z = 0.150(3); 0.004(2)
B2 in 4i(x, 0, z); Uiso x = 0.446(1), z = 0.206(3); 0.004(2)
Residual density, max; min [el./nm3] × 103 5.46; −5.24
Structure solution/refinement WINGX program systemd

aOccupation factors for all atom sites are equal to 1.
bUeq is defined as one-third of the trace of the orthogonalized Ui j tensor.
cAnisotropic atom displacement parameters Ui j are listed in the Supplemental Material, Table S1 [36].
dReference [37].

[38,39]. Rietveld refinements with the structural model ob-
tained from the single crystal yielded excellent agreement for
both samples (see Fig. 1 and Supplemental Material, Fig. 1S,
Table 3S [36]).

3. Electronic structure

Density-functional theory (DFT) calculations have been
carried out, employing the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Pack-
age (VASP) [40,41] with the projector augmented-wave poten-
tial construction [42,43]. The exchange-correlation potential
was calculated within the generalized-gradient approximation
using the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof form [44]. The structure
was relaxed using 113 k points with a convergence threshold
of 10–6 eV. A denser grid of 163 k points was used for the
calculation of the electronic density of states (DOS), while
the band structure was evaluated on 70 k points along each
direction.

B. Magnetic, transport, and thermal measurements

Temperature-dependent magnetization measurements be-
tween 2 K and room temperature were carried out in a
superconducting quantum interference device magnetometer
(Cryogenic S600) and isothermal magnetization measure-
ments in fields up to 6 T. Electrical resistivity and magne-
toresistivity of bar-shaped samples (about 1 × 1 × 5 mm3)
were measured using a four-probe AC-bridge method in the
temperature range from 0.4 K to room temperature and fields
up to 12 T. Contacts were made of spot-welded gold wires
with a diameter of 50 μm. Low-temperature specific-heat data
were measured using a standard heat pulse technique in a
semiadiabatic 3He calorimeter in the range between 0.3 and
9 K, at zero and applied magnetic fields up to 9 T and extended
to 0.15 K in a dilution refrigerator by utilizing the quasia-

diabatic thermal relaxation method. A homemade adiabatic
calorimeter was employed for the measurements between 2.5
and 100 K in fields up to 9 T. Thermal expansion and longitu-
dinal magnetostriction had been measured in the temperature
range from 3.25 to 300 K in magnetic fields up to 9 T employ-
ing a capacitive method with tilted plates [45]. For analysis
of physical properties of YbPt5B2, specific heat, magnetic
susceptibility, and electrical resistivity had been studied for its
nonmagnetic homologue LuPt5B2. Prior to the bulk property
measurements, Rietveld refinements and electron microprobe
analyses have been performed, confirming the phase compo-
sition, the equal distribution of grains, and sample purity of
the polycrystalline material used.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Crystal structure

The crystal structure of YbPt5B2 (Fig. 2) represents a
prototype of ternary rare-earth borides. In terms of atoms
arrangement, the metal atoms built trigonal prisms which
interlink to form two structural blocks alternating infini-
tively along the a axis (Fig. 2). In block A, the layer of
boron-centered trigonal prisms of platinum atoms [B2Pt6]
connected via common edges (Pt3-Pt3 and Pt4-Pt4) join in
the [010] direction by common triangular faces with empty
[Pt6] trigonal prisms. In block B, the distorted boron-filled
trigonal prisms [B1Pt5Yb1] are coupled via common Pt1-Pt1
edges to form zigzag chains running along the b axis. With
respect to the prism in block A, where the prisms axes co-
incide with the b axis, the prisms in block B are rotated by
90 °. The interlinkage of both blocks along the x direction is
realized via common Pt1-Pt1 edges of triangular prisms. The
arrangement of trigonal prisms in block A of the YbPt5B2

structure corresponds to that in the structure of NaPt3B [20]
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FIG. 2. (a), (b) Crystal structure of YbPt5B2 viewed in two dif-
ferent orientations to highlight arrangement of trigonal prisms. B1
and B2 filled trigonal prisms are indicated by yellow and red, respec-
tively. Empty [Pt6] prisms in (b) are left open. (c)–(e) Coordination
polyhedra of atoms Yb1, B1, and B2.

(B-deficient variant of CeCo3B2) where every second layer
of edge-connected [Pt6] trigonal prisms in the unit cell is
boron centered; separated columns of zigzag-oriented trigonal
prism filled by boron are found in the structure of SrPd4B [46]
(Supplemental Material, Fig. 2S [36]).

Due to the presence of Yb-B contacts, the B1 and B2
trigonal prisms are capped with two and one Yb atoms, re-
spectively (Fig. 2). The coordination number of Yb is 19; the
contact distance between Yb atoms (dYb−Yb = 3.8237 Å) is
slightly smaller than that in pure divalent ytterbium (3.88 Å
[47]). Empty [Pt6] prisms in block A are compressed along
the b axis as compared to boron-filled prisms and exhibit
the shortest Pt-Pt distances in the structure (within 2.7070–
2.7365 Å for Pt4-Pt4, Pt3-Pt3, and Pt1-Pt1). The shortest Pt-B
interatomic distance (dB1−Pt2 = 2.015 Å, block B) in YbPt5B2

compares well with the Pt-B distances observed for binary
platinum borides (dB−Pt = 2.175 Å in Pt3B2 [48] and dB−Pt =
2.121 Å in Pt2B [49]). There are no boron-boron contacts.

B. Electronic structure of LuPt5B2

In order to classify the ternary compounds, the electronic
density of states and the electron dispersion were calculated
using DFT in terms of the software package VASP [40,41].
To avoid Coulomb correlation problems, the calculations are
restricted to LuPt5B2, which appears to be a simple com-
pound, with only weak correlations among electrons. Shown
in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b) are the DOS and the electron band
structure along high-symmetry lines of the Brillouin zone of
LuPt5B2, respectively. The electronic density of states in the
vicinity of the Fermi energy is characterized by relatively
smooth structures, a low value of the density of states at Fermi
energy, N (EF ) ∼ 2.2 states/eV, and a positive slope of the
N (E ) at E = EF. The small, but finite DOS in the proximity of
EF is predominantly a result of Pt d-state contributions. The
electronic band structure near the Fermi energy is displayed
in Fig. 3(b). There are several conduction and valence bands,
crossing the Fermi energy. In addition, these bands are quite
dispersive, referring to large charge-carrier velocities and thus
to a large mobility of the charge carriers. In fact, the electrical
resistivity of LuPt5B2 behaves as typical simple metal with
quite low absolute values.

C. Thermodynamic and transport properties of REPt5B2

1. Susceptibility

The magnetic susceptibility of YbPt5B2 was measured be-
tween T = 2.8 K and room temperature and in applied fields
up to 3 T [Figs. 4(a) and 4(b)]. In the high-temperature (HT)
range, the results are properly described employing the mod-
ified Curie-Weiss law, χ = χ0 + C/(T − θp); a least-squares
fit [solid line, Fig. 4(a)] reveals μeff = 4.14 μB, close to the
value of a free Yb3+ ion as well as χ0 = 0.001 emu/mol and
a negative paramagnetic Curie temperature of θp = −21 K.
The latter refers to antiferromagnetic interactions among the
Yb 4 f moments and/or Kondo interactions. At low tempera-
tures and low fields, the magnetic susceptibility of YbPt5B2

is characterized by two anomalies, a sharp kink around

FIG. 3. (a) Energy-dependent electronic density of states of LuPt5B2 above and below the Fermi energy (marked as dashed vertical line).
The inset reveals a decomposition of N(E ) with respect to its elemental contributions. (b) Electron dispersion of LuPt5B2 along high-symmetry
directions of the monoclinic crystal structure. The inset sketches the first Brillouin zone of LuPt5B2 with principal directions and high-
symmetry points [50]. A magnified representation is shown in the Supplemental Material, Fig. S3 [36].
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(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 4. (a) Temperature-dependent inverse magnetic susceptibility, 1/χ , of YbPt5B2. The solid line represents a least-squares fit em-
ploying a modified Curie-Weiss model. (b) Low-temperature magnetic susceptibility, χ , of YbPt5B2 measured at different magnetic fields.
(c) Field-dependent magnetization curves of YbPt5B2 taken at different temperatures. The dashed line (referring to the right axis) corresponds
to dM/d (μ0H ) at T = 2.8 K, with arrows highlighting the field-induced phase transitions. The solid lines represent results regarding the
isothermal magnetization in terms of a mean-field model (see text).

Tmag1 = 7.8 K, which is attributed to a second-order magnetic
phase transition and a sharp drop at Tmag2 = 4.4 K in Fig. 4(b).
An applied magnetic field shifts both transitions to lower tem-
peratures, revealing antiferromagnetism in both cases. At 3 T,
the low-temperature phase transition is no longer observed in
χ (T ), at least for temperatures above 2.8 K. Noticeably, the
upturn in χ (T ) at very low temperatures (LT) is suppressed
with increasing fields, referring to a very small amount of
magnetic impurities as origin.

2. Magnetization

The results of isothermal magnetization measurements, M,
of YbPt5B2 are summed up in Fig. 4(c), showing no signs
of saturation for magnetic fields up to 6 T at temperatures as
low as 2.8 K (M = gjμB = 4 μB, where g = 8/7 and j = 7/2
are the Landé factor and the total angular momentum of
the free ion Yb3+, respectively). The absence of saturation
relates to the presence of CEF effects, splitting the eight-
fold degenerate ground state into four doublets; the excited
ones become thermally populated only at higher temperatures.
The isothermal magnetization curve at T = 2.8 K, i.e., below
both phase transitions, is characterized by an initial slope,
which is smaller than the one slightly above Tmag1, and by
distinct features around 2 and 3 T. A first derivative of the
magnetization data with respect to the externally applied mag-
netic field, dM/d (μ0H ), emphasizes these anomalies [dashed
line, Fig. 4(c)], which can be referred to field-induced meta-
magnetic transitions which may relate to two subsequent
metamagnetic transitions of the initial magnetic structure or
to one metamagnetic transition with significant- anisotropy
of the critical magnetic field. The fact that for μ0H → 0
the magnetization M vanishes, signifies an antiferromagnetic
ground state.

Externally applied fields rearrange the magnetic structure
in such a manner that the resulting magnetic moments become
more favorably aligned with respect to the field direction
and, simultaneously, alter the CEF ground-state wave function
towards an increasing magnetic moment. The combination of
both effects seems responsible for the steady increase (beyond
6 T) of the 2.8 K isothermal magnetization in Fig. 4(c). The

solid lines in Fig. 4(c) represent model curves of the isother-
mal magnetization in the paramagnetic temperature range
based on the molecular-field theory in terms of an antiferro-
magnetic scenario. The parameters obtained are an effective
magnetic moment jeff = 1/2 and a corresponding Landé fac-
tor geff = 4.25. The 1/2 scenario once again indicates a CEF
doublet as ground state.

3. Specific heat

Results of the temperature-dependent specific heat, Cp, of
nonmagnetic LuPt5B2 are shown in Fig. 5(a) as Cp/T vs T ;
the absence of anomalies in the temperature range studied
manifests, at least down to 2.5 K, a nonsuperconducting metal.
The LT specific-heat data (T < 6 K) could be well described
by Cp = γ T + βT 3, yielding a Sommerfeld coefficient γ =
6.6 mJ/mol K2 and a LT Debye temperature θLT

D ∼ 279 K.
For the entire temperature range, a combination of Debye and
Einstein terms is used to account for the phonon contribution
of LuPt5B2, i.e.,

Cph(T ) = 9R

ω3
D

∫ ωD

0

ω2
(

ω
2T

)2

sinh2
(

ω
2T

)dω +
∑

i

ciR

(ωEi
2T

)2

sinh2
(ωEi

2T

) . (1)

Here, ω refers to the phonon frequencies; h̄ωD = kBθD and
h̄ωEi = kBθEi define the Debye and Einstein temperatures of
the ith branch, respectively. �ici = 21 is the number of optical
branches of the phonon-dispersion relation of YbPt5B2. In
order to keep the number of parameters small, three essential
Einstein modes are considered. Least-squares fits of Eq. (1)
to the experimental data, together with the Sommerfeld term,
reveal θD = 122.2 K as well as θE1 = 126 K, θE2 = 204 K,
and θE3 = 497 K with 5.85, 8 and 7.15 as appropriate weight
coefficients, respectively [solid line, Fig. 5(a)]. Presumably,
θE3 corresponds to vibrations of lightweight boron. Both θLT

D
and θD values compare, when multiplying the latter one by

3
√

Natoms (i.e., θD
3
√

Natoms = 244 K). Comparing the Sommer-
feld value γ with the DFT-derived DOS at E = EF allows
to estimate the electron-phonon enhancement factor λe,ph as
λe,ph ∼ 0.3, referring to weak electron-phonon interactions in
LuPt5B2.
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FIG. 5. (a) Temperature-dependent specific heat CP of LuPt5B2 plotted as CP/T vs T . The solid line corresponds to a least-squares fit
discussed in detail in the text. The inset shows the data in a CP/T vs T 2 representation; the solid line is a least-squares fit, Cp = γ T + βT 3, to
reveal the Sommerfeld value γ and the low-temperature Debye temperature. (b) Temperature-dependent specific heat of YbPt5B2 compared
with LuPt5B2 as CP vs T . The inset shows low-temperature features of the measurement. (c) Temperature-dependent magnetic contribution to
the specific heat, Cmag, of YbPt5B2 plotted as Cmag/T vs T and magnetic entropy Smag vs T (right axis).

The temperature-dependent specific heat of YbPt5B2 is
presented in Fig. 5(b), in comparison with the respective
data of LuPt5B2; the difference between both curves in the
HT range is obviously due to CEF contributions of excited
doublets of YbPt5B2. The temperature-dependent magnetic
contribution to the specific heat, Cmag, of YbPt5B2 was ob-
tained by subtracting the temperature-dependent specific heat
of nonmagnetic LuPt5B2, shown in Fig. 5(c) as Cmag/T vs
T . The corresponding magnetic entropy, Smag [Fig. 5(c), right
axis], is derived from Smag = ∫

(Cmag/T )dT . At low tempera-
tures, Cmag/T of YbPt5B2 is characterized by a λ-like anomaly
in the vicinity of Tmag1 ∼ 7.8 K, as well as by a peaklike struc-
ture around Tmag2 ∼ 4.7 K [compare Fig. 5(c)]. The anomaly
at 7.8 K is typical for magnetic phase transitions of second
order, while the peaklike anomaly is attributed to a first-order
phase transition. For temperatures below 1.5 K, a substantial
upturn of Cmag/T is obtained, which, at least partly, refers to
Yb nuclear moment contributions, discussed below in more
detail.

The magnetic phase transitions progressively release mag-
netic entropy; thus, Smag(T ) exhibits a strong increase for
T < 8 K, but reaches R ln 2 only around 35 K (R is the gas
constant). The fact that the magnetic entropy keeps quite
constant from about 10 to roughly 50 K indicates that the
CEF ground state of Yb is a doublet, while the excited lev-
els are energetically well separated from the ground state
(at least about 20 meV). This allows to conclude that mag-
netic ordering at low temperatures occurs in a pure doublet
environment with negligible contributions from other levels.
Furthermore, magnetic entropy data allow to set an upper limit
of the Kondo temperature TK of YbPt5B2. This is, because the
Kondo effect spreads entropy to higher temperatures, above
the ordering temperature Tmag. Following the procedure de-
veloped by Blanco et al. [51], TK is given by

Smag

R
= ln (1 + κ ) + TK

Tmag

(
κ

1 + κ

)
, κ = exp

(−TK

Tmag

)
.

(2)

Employing Eq. (2) to the experimentally obtained entropy
data, Smag(T = TN ) ∼ 0.86R ln 2, reveals TK < 7 K. The up-

per limit is indicated because of unknown short-range order
effects which are as well suited and expected to transfer en-
tropy to above TN.

The field response of the specific heat of YbPt5B2 is
summarized in Fig. 6(a). Increasing magnetic fields shift the
phase transition temperature towards lower values; they even-
tually become suppressed at sufficiently large magnetic fields,
as expected for transitions of antiferromagnetic origin [see
Fig. 6(a)]. The λ-like anomaly at Tmag1 ∼ 7.8 K is the least
affected one by magnetic fields and is still clearly visible at
3 T. The height of the peak around Tmag2 ∼ 4.7 K, gradually
decreases and simultaneously becomes broader with increas-
ing fields, losing half of its height already at around 1 T. But,
still for fields of 9 T, a small anomaly at Tmag2 seems to be
present which indicates that, for a specific relative orientation
of the external magnetic field to the lattice axis, this transition
is rather insensitive to the applied field.

Inspecting the field dependence of Cp/T at T = 2.5 K
[Fig. 6(b)] reveals a significant initial increase, more than dou-
bling the zero-field value (0.29 J/mol K2) up to fields around
3 to 4 T and, finally above 4 T a continuous reduction. The
initial increase refers to a transfer of entropy release towards
lower temperatures, i.e., to a weakening of the AFM state,
while the final shift of entropy transfer towards higher tem-
peratures at above 4 T refers to a field-polarized paramagnetic
state, i.e., the expected suppression of the antiferromagnetic
state, which in the polycrystalline orientation average occurs
at around 3 to 4 T.

Figure 6(c) illustrates the heat capacity obtained for the 4 f
part of YbPt5B2 and temperatures down to 150 mK. C4 f is
derived from the measured data by subtracting the nuclear mo-
ment contribution of 171Yb (I = 1/2, about 14%) and 173Yb
(I = 5/2, about 16%), since the phonon contribution to the
measured data can be neglected in this temperature range
(e.g., Cph ∼ 0.8% at T = 1.5 K). The nuclear moment con-
tribution is estimated roughly via fitting the high-temperature
tail of Schottky-like contributions to the specific heat. The
resulting C4 f /T values of YbPt5B2 rise below 1.5 K, reach-
ing a smooth maximum around 0.3 K; finally, a weak drop
can be observed down to lowest temperatures. Note, data are
collected from two independent measurements at different
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FIG. 6. (a) Temperature-dependent specific heat CP of YbPt5B2 plotted as CP/T vs T for various externally applied magnetic fields up to
9 T. The solid line to the low-temperature zero-field data accounts for the nuclear moment contribution of 171Yb and 173Yb atoms. (b) Field
dependence of CP/T taken at T = 2.5 K (left axis, yellow circles) and Sommerfeld value γ (right axis, green squares). The dashed line is
a guide for the eyes. (c) Yb-4 f contribution to the low-temperature specific heat of YbPt5B2, obtained after subtraction of the quadrupolar
nuclear moment specific heat, plotted as C4 f /T vs T (left y axis, yellow circles) and C4 f vs T (right y axis, green squares).

temperature ranges. We do not expect that the C4 f /T max-
imum at T ∼ 0.3 K indicates a magnetic phase transition,
since C4 f vs T [right axis, Fig. 6(c)], does not reveal typical
anomalies associated with phase transitions, referring to long-
range magnetic order.

The magnetically ordered temperature range of YbPt5B2

can be analyzed in terms of an antiferromagnetic (AFM)
spin-wave dispersion relation, i.e., ω = (2 + D2k2)1/2, with
 being the spin-wave gap and D is the spin-wave velocity.
The resulting contribution to the specific heat, CAFM

mag , can then
be expressed as [52]

CAFM
mag = B7/2T 1/2 exp (−/T )

[
1+ 39

20

(
T



)
+ 51

32

(
T



)2]
,

(3)

where B ∝ 1/D3. In order to account for the experimentally
obtained data, the background contribution due to electrons,
Cel = γ T , and the phonon contribution at low temperatures,
Cph = βT 3, have to be taken into account, too. Employing
both latter contributions, as well as Eq. (3), to the experimen-

tal data [Fig. 6(a)] reveals excellent agreement [solid lines,
Fig. 7(a), exemplary for a few magnetic fields] for reasonable
spin-wave gaps  and constants C, where (μ0H ) is sum-
marized in Fig. 7(b). For μ0H = 0, the gap  below Tmag2

is about 10 K; this value diminishes for increasing magnetic
fields and seems to vanish almost linearly for fields above
12 T. This can be anticipated for the antiferromagnetic case
[53,54], where the gap  is expected to modify according to
(μ0H ) = (μ0H = 0) − μeffHeff , where μeff is the effec-
tive magnetic moment and Heff = μ0H-HM; the former is the
externally applied magnetic field and the latter corresponds
to the molecular field. The Sommerfeld parameter γ (μ0H )
obtained from this fit is illustrated in Fig. 6(b), yielding γ =
0.073 J/mol K2 for μ0H = 0; this value increases continu-
ously up to a maximum at μ0H = 4 T, before decreasing
to 0.18 J/mol K2 at μ0H = 9 T. This trend observed is in
very good agreement with the Cp/T (μ0H ) results taken at
T = 2.5 K. To conclude, the very good agreement between
the AFM model, Eq. (3), and the experimental data can be
considered as a further proof of the AFM state present in
YbPt5B2, particular in the AFM2 regime.

(a) (b)

FIG. 7. (a) Temperature-dependent specific heat, CP, of YbPt5B2 for several externally applied magnetic fields. The solid lines are least-
squares fits according to Eq. (3) (b). Field-dependent spin-wave gap of YbPt5B2 of the low-temperature phase obtained from specific-heat and
electrical resistivity data.
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(a) (b)

FIG. 8. (a) Temperature-dependent electrical resistivity, ρ, of YbPt5B2 compared to that of LuPt5B2. The solid line corresponds to a
least-squares fit according to Eq. (4). (b) Temperature-dependent magnetic contribution to the electrical resistivity, ρmag, of YbPt5B2 plotted
on a logarithmic temperature scale.

4. Electrical resistivity

The temperature-dependent electrical resistivity, ρ, of
YbPt5B2 and its nonmagnetic counterpart, LuPt5B2, is plotted
in Fig. 8(a). LuPt5B2 behaves metallic in the entire tem-
perature range, showing no anomalies down to the lowest
temperatures (0.3 K). The experimental data of the latter can
be analyzed in terms of a temperature-independent residual
resistivity, ρ0, and a temperature-dependent electron-phonon
contribution, ρph [Eq. (4)]:

ρ(T ) = ρ0 + ρph(T ),
(4)

ρph(T ) = c0

(
T

�D

)5 ∫ �D/T

0

x5 dx

(ex − 1)(1 − e−x )
,

ρph(T ) is commonly described employing the Bloch-
Grüneisen model [Eq. (4)], which accounts for the interaction
of electrons with thermally excited phonons. c0 is a material-
dependent, temperature-independent electron-phonon
interaction constant. In order to adapt to the real experimental
data, a parallel resistivity model is assumed, with an upper
limit of the resistivity for T → ∞. This ansatz provides
an appropriate slight curvature of ρ(T ), which is absent in
the simple Bloch-Grüneisen formula (ρ ∝ T, T � θD). A
least-squares fit yields ρ0 = 5 μ� cm and θD = 155 K, a
value which is often associated with the Debye temperature.
Magnetic fields affect the resistivity of LuPt2B5 only very
weakly, resulting in a minor increase of ρ(T ) in the entire
temperature range.

With decreasing temperature, ρ(T ) of YbPt5B2 decreases,
exhibiting a strong curvature as a consequence of conduction
electron scattering on the magnetic moments of Yb. The latter
is modified by CEF effects in the context of Kondo-type
interactions. The decrease of ρ(T ) is followed by a Kondo-
driven increase below 20 K. Below about 8 K, ρ(T ) drops
substantially, indicating a magnetic phase transition, in perfect
accordance with the susceptibility and heat-capacity data. An-
other sharp drop of ρ(T ) traces a second magnetic phase tran-
sition, around Tmag2 ∼ 4.7 K [compare also Fig. 8(b)]. Finally,
a residual resistivity ρ0 = 5 μ� cm is attained, marking the
very good sample quality of the specimen under investigation.

Figure 8(b) reveals the temperature-dependent magnetic
contribution to the electrical resistivity, ρmag, of YbPt5B2, de-
rived by subtracting ρ(T ) of LuPt5B2 from ρ(T ) of YbPt5B2.
The logarithmic temperature scale proves two negative log-
arithmic temperature ranges in ρmag(T ) as a consequence of
Kondo interaction in the presence of strong CEF splitting
[55]. While the lower of these domains points to the Kondo
effect in the CEF ground state, the upper one refers to Kondo
interaction in the overall split system. The two magnetic phase
transitions are prominently rendered in this semilogarithmic
plot too.

To better figure out details of both magnetic phase tran-
sitions, besides the experimental resistivity data, dρ/dT is
added as a solid line to Fig. 9(a), referring to the right axis.
dρ/dT exhibits a steplike change around 7.8 K and a peaklike
anomaly at 4.6 K, in excellent agreement with the specific-
heat data.

To quantitatively account for the magnetically ordered tem-
perature range, besides ρ0 and a Fermi-liquid contribution,
ρel = AT2, the spin-wave model discussed above, can be
employed too. Following the procedure developed by Conti-
nentino et al. [52], the spin-wave dependent resistivity, ρAFM

mag ,
can be stated as

ρAFM = C3/2T 1/2 exp (−/T )

[
1 + 2

3

(
T



)
+ 2

15

(
T



)2]
.

(5)

Again, C is a constant, with C ∝ 1/D3. Moreover, C ∝
1/�3, where � is an effective magnetic coupling between
the Yb ions [52]. Least-squares fits in the low-temperature
domain have been performed and results are shown as solid
lines in Fig. 9(a), revealing very good agreement with the
experimental data, with LT = 8.5 K. The absolute value ap-
pears to be quite reasonable with respect to the respective
magnetic phase transition temperature and compares well
with results from specific heat. The Fermi-liquid prefactor A,
obtained additionally from the present least-square fit, allows
to rank YbPt5B2 within the large family of correlated elec-
tron systems, when additionally considering the Sommerfeld
value γ , as acquired in the previous paragraph. This is done
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FIG. 9. (a) Low-temperature electrical resistivity, ρ, of YbPt5B2. The purple solid line is a least-squares fit according to Eq. (5). The black
solid line is the derivative dρ/dT of YbPt5B2, referring to the right axis. (b) Temperature-dependent electrical resistivity, ρ, of YbPt5B2 at
different magnetic fields. The inset exhibits the field-dependent evolution of dρ/dT of YbPt5B2 for magnetic fields up to 12 T.

employing the Kadowaki-Woods (KW) relation [56], reveal-
ing for Ce or Yb compounds with small ground-state degen-
eracy of the magnetic ions (i.e., Ce3+ and Yb3+) a universal
relation, RKW = A/γ 2 ∼ 1.0 × 10−5 μ� cm (mol K/mJ)2.
This value is, at least, one order of magnitude above
that of common d-band metals. Taking into account the
least-squares fit data of Yb Pt5B2 (A = 0.061 μ� cm K–2,
γ = 71 mJ/mol K2 at zero magnetic field) reveals RKW =
A/γ 2 = 1.22 × 10−5 μ� cm (mol K/mJ)2, a value which
nicely matches the Kadowaki-Woods plot established for
many of Ce- and Yb-based heavy-fermion compounds.

The response of YbPt5B2 to the application of exter-
nally applied magnetic fields is summarized in Fig. 9(b).
At temperatures above the magnetic phase transitions, ρ(T )
decreases upon the application of a magnetic field, referring
to a negative magnetoresistance. Magnetic fluctuations of the
Yb3+ moment become suppressed by magnetic fields, hence
the resistivity decreases. As is obvious from Fig. 9(b), the
suppression is largest in the proximity of the phase transitions.
Least-squares fits for the various magnetic field data have
been carried out and results concerning the spin-wave gap are
collected in Fig. 7(b) too, revealing an almost linear decrease
of  with increasing field values, in rather good agreement
with the respective Cp (T, μ0H ) data.

The inset of Fig. 9(b) summarizes the temperature deriva-
tives dρ/dT (μ0H ) of YbPt5B2 for various values of applied
magnetic fields. Since dρ/dT of magnetic materials mirrors
specific-heat data of the same material [57] even in applied
magnetic fields, field-driven changes of phase transitions can
be resolved and compared with the respective heat-capacity
data. In fact, the inset of Fig. 9(b) compares well with
Fig. 6(a), revealing in both cases a decrease of the magnetic
phase transition temperature, as well as a rapid suppression of
the height of the respective anomalies

5. Magnetoresistance

The temperature-dependent magnetoresistance of
YbPt5B2, defined as δρ = ρ(μ0H, T )−ρ(μ0H = 0, T ), is
shown for various magnetic fields in Fig. 10(a). For all fields,

a distinct minimum is present around T = 8 K, followed
by an anomaly below 5 K, which becomes smeared out
as the field values increase. While the former is related to
Tmag1, the latter hints at Tmag2. In the elevated temperature
range, δρ can be accounted for by a behavior proportional to
1/[(T/Tmag) − 1]2, in accordance with predictions of Yamada
and Takada [58]. In addition, δρ(T ) is characterized by
a crossover from negative (high temperatures) to positive
(low temperatures) values at a temperature Tcr. The field
dependence of Tcr is displayed in the inset of Fig. 10(a),
revealing an initial decrease, followed by a saturation
behavior. Above Tcr , the negative values of δρ can be
understood from the suppression of spin fluctuations by
external magnetic fields and thus by a reduction of the
interaction of electrons with the Yb magnetic moments,
resulting in an increase of conductivity. Below Tcr , δρ rises
with magnetic fields, presumably due to a decrease of the gap
energy  [54] [compare Fig. 7(b)]. As a consequence,
more magnons are excited; thus, an increase of the
electron-magnon scattering takes place and the resistivity
increases. Contributions of the classical magnetoresistance
may slightly enhance this effect.

The isothermal magnetoresistance, ρ/ρ = [ρ(μ0H, T )
−ρ(μ0H = 0, T )]/ρ(μ0H = 0, T ) of YbPt5B2 [Fig. 10(b)]
initially exhibits a slight positive increase with rising fields
for temperatures below Tmag2 = 4.7 K. For the isothermal run
at T = 0.6 K, a distinct change of the slope of ρ/ρ(μ0H )
around 1.9 T is obtained, which likely traces a reorienta-
tion of the zero field magnetic moment structure. At fields
around 3 T, a smooth maximum is present, while around
5.5 T another clear-cut change of the slope of ρ/ρ(μ0H )
is observed. The initial positive magnetoresistance is a typi-
cal feature of an antiferromagnetic ground state [58], where
ρ/ρ rises, until—in general—a field-induced ferromagnetic
regime is reached at a critical field value, where ρ/ρ starts
to decrease. As a result, a more or less pronounced maxi-
mum is formed. Theoretically, positive values of ρ/ρ of
AFM systems are expected for fields parallel to the sub-
lattice magnetization, while ρ/ρ keeps constant for fields
perpendicular to the spin arrangement [58]. Hence, below
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(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. (a) Temperature-dependent magnetoresistance δρ = ρ(μ0H, T )−ρ(μ0H = 0, T ) of YbPt5B2 for various values of the externally
applied magnetic field. The inset shows the field dependence of the crossover temperature Tcr . (b) Field-dependent magnetoresistance, ρ/ρ,
of YbPt5B2 at different temperatures. The solid orange line is a fit to the T = 5.5 K run based on a ρ/ρ ∝ (μ0H )2 behavior.

the critical field, a polycrystalline sample will always exhibit
positive ρ/ρ values. Besides the expected decrease of ρ/ρ

at larger magnetic fields due to the suppression of magnetic
fluctuations, a positive contribution to ρ/ρ might become
obvious, because of the classical magnetoresistance. The latter
can be non-negligible in YbPt5B2 at low temperatures, since
the respective residual resistivity is low. Both contributions
may overlay, forming an anomaly, which should not be con-
fused with a field-induced phase transition.

As the temperature is increased, the low-field anomaly
shifts to even lower field values (0.75 T at 4.5 K, Fig. 10),
while the maximum increases and becomes more pronounced.
For isothermal field runs at Tmag1 < T < Tmag2, qualitatively
and quantitatively different features of ρ/ρ are evident from
Fig. 10. Again, positive ρ/ρ values are revealed initially,
followed by a shallow maximum; above this, fairly large
negative ρ/ρ values can be noticed, about 50% for fields
of 12 T. The faint maxima shift to lower fields, from 2.9 T
(T = 5.5 K) to 1.6 T (T = 7.5 K). Overall, these features
are again reminiscent of a classical AFM, with the max-
ima referring to the critical fields, where AFM turns over
into a field-induced FM state and FM fluctuations become
suppressed for further increasing fields. The s-like shape of
ρ/ρ(μ0H ) in the high-field limit, as well as the very large
absolute values, are in accordance with expectations of a
Kondo scenario, as pointed out in detail by Schlottmann et al.
[59]. To corroborate the AFM scenario from a more quantita-
tive point of view, a behavior of ρ/ρ ∝ (μ0H )2 below the
critical field is expected [57], and in fact it is observed from
the present experiments (as an example, compare the orange
solid line in Fig. 10 for the T = 5.5 K run).

6. Thermal expansion and magnetostriction

The temperature-dependent thermal expansion l/l0 of
YbPt5B2 for various values of applied magnetic fields is
shown in Figs. 11(a) and 11(b). This quantity consists of
contributions from electrons, phonons, and magnetic mo-
ments and is directly related to the heat capacity via the
Grüneisen relation. l/l0 is set to zero at 2.8 K (except for

the 9 T run). Distinct anomalies are present at both mag-
netic phase transition temperatures, Tmag1 and Tmag2, which
become more pronounced employing a first derivative of these
data with respect to temperature [examples are shown in the
inset of Fig. 11(b)]. In the paramagnetic temperature range
[Fig. 11(b)], l/l0 exhibits a positive slope, i.e., the thermal
expansion coefficient α is strongly temperature dependent,
ranging from α = 1 × 10−6 at T = 20 K to α = 8 × 10−6

at T = 300 K. CEF effects presumably contribute to this
observation.

For μ0H = 3.5 T, the initially positive thermal expansion
changes sign around 5.5 K, after passing a maximum at 4.2 K.
The kinklike structure at T = 7.5 K marks the phase tran-
sition at Tmag1. Increasing the magnetic field to μ0H = 4 T
reveals a change of the regime towards entirely negative ther-
mal expansion data; a slight anomaly around 7.5 K might
be indicative of the phase transition at Tmag1. The 9 T run
shows large negative values with increasing temperature. An
anomaly tracing the phase transition seems to be no longer
present. Besides the magnetic phase transitions detected from
l/l0 data, the crossover from positive to negative thermal
expansion with increasing fields is quite remarkable.

The field-dependent magnetostriction, λms = l/l0(μ0H )
(T = const), of YbPt5B2 is positive at all temperatures as
summarized in Fig. 11(c). Except for the 10 K run (T >

Tmag1), field-induced phase transitions are obvious from kinks
in λms(μ0H ), which become more pronounced and which
shift to larger field values as the temperature is decreased.
This feature is more obvious from a first derivative with re-
spect to the applied magnetic field, dλms/dH , as shown in
Fig. 11(d). As the temperature drops below 4.8 K, a second
field-induced phase transition is present, in perfect agreement
with the previously discussed bulk properties (susceptibility,
resistivity, and specific heat).

Magnetostriction of YbPt5B2 is present in both the ordered
and the paramagnetic temperature range. Its magnitude is
about 5 to 10 times larger than the magnetostriction of Ni or
Fe, but about 5 times smaller than that of Terfenol (TbFe2)
[60]. Simple magnetic materials might exhibit either posi-
tive or negative values; its origin is, besides microstructural
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FIG. 11. (a) Low-temperature dependent thermal expansion l/l0 of YbPt5B2 for various values of applied magnetic fields. (b) Thermal
expansion of YbPt5B2 from 3 to 300 K. The inset shows examples of l/l0 (left axis) and of the first derivative of l/l0 with respect to
temperature (right axis). (c) Field-dependent magnetostriction λms of YbPt5B2 at different temperatures. (d) Derivative of the magnetostriction,
dλms/d (μ0H ), of YbPt5B2 at different temperatures.

features, primarily a result of the spin-orbit coupling of
magnetic moments. Crystalline electric-field splitting might
contribute to the magnetostriction too.

7. Magnetic phase diagram

To construct the magnetic phase diagram for YbPt5B2,
the temperature dependence of upper and lower transition
magnetic fields was built using the magnetoresistance and

magnetostriction data. The procedure which was employed to
achieve these values is described in Fig. 12(a), using 3.25 K
data as an example. Since polycrystalline samples were used
in this study, field-induced phase transitions obtained are rep-
resenting an average over the respective values in the principal
directions of the monoclinic unit cell. Preferred orientation of
grains have not been observed from x-ray diffraction pattern.

The analysis of magnetostriction data is rather straightfor-
ward; higher and lower temperature peaks in the derivative of

FIG. 12. (a) Illustration of how characteristic magnetic fields, using magnetostriction and magnetoresistance data, are obtained. (b)
Tentative magnetic phase diagram of YbPt5B2.
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the longitudinal magnetostriction of YbPt5B2, λ′
ms, are associ-

ated with μ0H1 and μ0H2, respectively. To extract the analogs’
values from magnetoresistance data, the derivative (ρ/ρ)′ =
d (ρ/ρ)/d (μ0H ) for the appropriate temperature data has to
be taken first. The medium value of the upturn (corresponding
to the visible kink in the magnetoresistance data) is associated
with μ0H2. A zero in (ρ/ρ)′′, that corresponds to the peak
in (ρ/ρ)′ is associated with μ0H1. Summarizing the data
received via both methods, a tentative magnetic phase diagram
of YbPt5B2 was constructed (Fig. 12).

IV. SUMMARY

Ternary {Yb,Lu}Pt5B2 borides have been prepared and
low-temperature properties have been studied. YPt5B2 and
LuPt5B2 were found to be isostructural. The layered YbPt5B2

structure is built of CeCo3B2-type related fragments, which
are oriented perpendicularly to each other along the longer
direction of the unit cell. The structure shows an arrangement
of structural units similar to that observed in borides from
the homologous series of the CeCo3B2 type, NaPt3B [19] and
SrPd4B [29]. Both LuPt5B2 and YPt5B2 are characterized by
metallic resistivity features.

YbPt5B2, as expected for intermetallic compounds with
Yb, behaves as a paramagnetic material in the high-
temperature region, exhibiting an effective magnetic moment
near that of Yb3+ (Yb 4 f 13). For temperatures below 8 K,
YbPt5B2 undergoes at least two magnetic phase transitions,
very likely of antiferromagnetic origin. The transition at

higher temperature is of a second-order type, while that at
lower temperature is of first order. Magnetism in the low-
temperature range is modified by the presence of Kondo
interactions (TK = 7 K), as well as by crystalline electric-field
effects, causing a lifting of the eightfold degenerate ground
state ( j = 7/2) into four doublets. As a result, the magnetic
entropy expected for Yb3+ (Smag = R ln 8) is not recovered
in the temperature range up to 100 K. The presence of the
Kondo effect and CEF splitting is characteristically revealed
from the magnetic contribution to the temperature-dependent
electrical resistivity, ρmag, by negative logarithmic ranges,
as well as by an archetypal maximum in ρmag(T ). Combin-
ing the Sommerfeld value γ and the Fermi-liquid prefactor
A of the resistive T 2 behavior, i.e., RKW = A/γ 2 = 1.22 ×
10−5 μ� cm (mol K/mJ)2, reveals excellent agreement with
the Kadowaki-Woods relation of heavy-fermion compounds.
Upon the application of magnetic fields, and T < Tmag2, two
field-induced phase transitions are observed at around 1.9
and 2.4 T. For Tmag2 < T < Tmag1 one field-induced phase
transition is obtained, as obvious from isothermal magne-
toresistance and magnetostriction data. 171Yb and 173Yb are
responsible for huge contributions to the specific of YbPt5B2

at very low temperatures.
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